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Introduction
We focus on delivering digital
transformations to enhance online
customer experiences, staff productivity
and supplier collaboration.

In this white paper, you will learn:

The biggest roadblock in this process is
always legacy IT. The challenge can seem
overwhelming when you don’t know where
to start your transformation journey,
particularly if there are lots of broken parts.

─ What are the expectations of
customers

• Outdated tech can inhibit business
agility and flexibility and add to longterm business costs. Bolting new tech
onto an old system isn’t a sustainable
approach to keeping up with
technological advances.

─ What are the challenges of
Legacy IT

─ Tips to avoid some pitfalls
during legacy transformation

─ Quick wins

• Your current IT underpins your
organisational infrastructure. When a
system is so deeply embedded in your
overall ecosystem, it can be daunting to
make changes to it.
• Over time, the knowledge around your IT
– why it was first implemented, how it all
works and interacts with other systems –
can get lost. People leave and the
organisational awareness of the
implications of the legacy system and
ownership over it are reduced.
• Budgetary restrictions for IT departments
often lead to tactical solutions which,
whilst getting the job done, become
increasingly difficult to support and
update.
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What do customers expect from you?

Personalisation and collaboration. Businesses want customised apps based on
their workflows and the capability for their staff to collaborate seamlessly with
other inside and outside the organisation. They also want to deliver a
personalised online experience tailored to their customers’ needs.
Constant access. It’s important for organisations to have secure connectivity to
the internet and the ability to work on any device, anytime, anyplace,
anywhere.
Continuous cloud updates. Instead of major annual updates of features and
functions, SaaS applications are updated monthly.
Cyber security. With cyber-attacks rising, having strong digital defences in place
is becoming increasingly important. Legacy IT requires continuous patching and
administration to remain secure, activities which tend to be sidelined by those
who don’t understand the apps. Businesses end up having to allow for breaches
on their corporate risk register rather than being able to rely on their cyber
security.
Support with managing apps. Whether through personnel changes or
outsourcing to an MSP, organisations often lose skills and control over their
technology estate. Technology ages and productivity reduces towards a crisis
point. Businesses want to be able to take back control of their digital
infrastructure, with support for managing the technology.
Return on investment. As there’s little to no investment in it, legacy IT can
appear to be very cost effective. However, there are hidden costs when it comes
to productivity. Organisations need to see a quantitative representation of the
productivity gains produce through digital transformation to justify their
increased investment.
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Once you understand the main challenges of legacy IT and the customer expectations
you need to meet, your digital journey can begin. Here are our top tips for overcoming
the challenges of transforming your legacy IT.

Tip 1: You can’t do it all at once
When everything is broken or challenging, where do you start? One of the most
common mistakes is to embark on a system-wide initiative without first understanding
the interdependencies of your current legacy IT and other projects and programmes.
Break your transformation journey down into manageable projects with clearly
defined outputs and deliverables.

Tip 2: Use the right future-ready technology building blocks
Engaging staff members and the board is important for any change,
particularly when you are altering how people will work or how
customers interact with you. Legacy IT transformations are often about
establishing future capability and this requires a solid foundation.
You need the fundamentals of a modern desktop to enable staff
collaboration; a flexible network to optimise your office space; and a
scalable infrastructure underpinned by strong security and business
continuity.
You need to put the right building blocks in place for a successful
start to your digital journey.

Tip 3: Engage the executive
Organisations often have competing priorities and a limited budget to achieve them
with.
A fundamental element of any transformation work is coming together with the board
to build consensus around your approach and trust that you have the right team, skills
and capabilities to deliver the change. Rather than waste millions of pounds thanks to
members of the executive pursuing their own agendas without scalable proof of
concept, it’s crucial to agree priorities, budgets and change management.
Secure executive buy-in and get the basics right from the beginning.
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Tip 4: Keep your future operating model in mind
First, decide what skills and capabilities differentiate your
business and will drive value. For example, if you use data to
drive insights, you will need data capability.
Then, recognise that you will need external help. Too often,
organisations expect their internal IT teams to both manage
digital transformations and support the current operation. This
often ends up with expensive project rescue.
It’s not all about outsourcing or insourcing, but it's important
to get the balance right so you can access the skills and
capabilities to achieve your future operating model. You'll
need a blend, with trusted partners often pivotal to success.

Tip 5 : Get some quick wins in place
A first small step can make a big difference when it comes to starting legacy
transformation. A quick win can help build the trust and credibility the process needs
to progress. It doesn’t have to be groundbreaking, just enough to get major
stakeholders noticing a difference.
Create your future IT strategy and roadmap for transformation and make the initial
moves. Improve collaboration by enhancing your intranet, introducing single sign-on
capability and providing organisation-wide updates into what’s happening with your
IT transformation.
Take some quick wins to engage stakeholders and make a real difference to
everyone using your system.
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How we can help you
We offer end-to-end IT services designed to help you at every stage of your digital
transformation.
Wherever you are on your journey, changing your legacy IT is about more than just the
tech. We understand the impact on your team, your processes, your data and, most
importantly, your customers. As trusted technology gurus, we’re here to find the
solutions to turn your legacy IT transformation into a full digital transformation that
delivers new and exciting capabilities.
We can help with:
─ Strategy and assessment
─ Foundation and infrastructure

─ Customer experience
─ Application modernisation
─ IT support and maintenance

FREE CONSULTATION

If you’re struggling with your legacy modernisation,
book a free consultation to find out how we can help
you as trusted partners for your transformation
journey.
Let’s talk
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